OPINION

This Modern World

Why—he wants to redistribute the wealth!

The next thing you know, he’ll be forcing us all to sing the “International”!

Pharmaceutical manufacturers claim Clinton’s crazy, left-wing notion of regulating drug prices would have disastrous consequences.

You see—we must choose more drugs than most people can possibly afford without a generous insurance plan.

...in order to finance the development of new drugs which people will also be unable to afford.

Considering that in 1980, the top tax rate was 70%, Clinton’s tax hikes are relatively modest... still, some panic-stricken conservatives seem to believe a socialist takeover of the United States has begun...

Of course, Clinton’s conservative critics were silent on one recent occasion—when he approved the startup of a controversial toxic waste incinerator in Ohio... despite promises to the contrary by Al Gore...

I tell you—it’s un-American!

Why does he want to redistribute the wealth?

The medical industry considers Clinton a wild-eyed radical for proposing that government should somehow intervene to guarantee affordable health care for everyone...

"I know how we can wear down David Koresh. Put the health care reform hearings over the loudspeaker."
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